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Cynthia Breazeal here presents her vision of the sociable robot of the future, a synthetic creature and not merely a sophisticated tool. A sociable robot will be able to understand us, to communicate and interact with us, to learn from us and grow with us. It will be socially intelligent in a humanlike way. Eventually sociable robots will assist us in our daily lives, as collaborators and companions. Because the most successful sociable robots will share our social characteristics, the effort to make sociable robots is also a means for exploring human social intelligence and even what it means to be human.
 
 Breazeal defines the key components of social intelligence for these machines and offers a framework and set of design issues for their realization. Much of the book focuses on a nascent sociable robot she designed named Kismet. Breazeal offers a concrete implementation for Kismet, incorporating insights from the scientific study of animals and people, as well as from artistic disciplines such as classical animation. This blending of science, engineering, and art creates a lifelike quality that encourages people to treat Kismet as a social creature rather than just a machine. The book includes a CD-ROM that shows Kismet in action.

I remember seeing themovie StarWars as a little girl. I remember being absolutely captivated and fascinated by the two droids, R2-D2 and C-3P0. Their personalities and their antics made them compelling characters, far different from typical sci-fi robots. I actually cared about these droids, unlike the computer HAL, from Arthur C. Clarke’s book 2001: A Space Odyssey, whose cool intelligence left me with an eerie feeling. I remember the heated debates among my classmates about whether the droids were real or not. Some would argue that because you could see the wires in C-3P0’s torso that it must be a real robot. Alas, however, the truth was known. They were not real at all. They existed only in the movies. I figured that I would never see anything like those robots in my lifetime.
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Screening and Preventive Diagnosis with Radiological Imaging (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2007

	This book provides clinicians with a broader understanding of screening and preventive diagnosis using radiological imaging. The first part of the book is dedicated to the fundamentals of screening and preventive diagnosis. The second part of the book discusses the most important practical examples of radiological screening and surveillance,...
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Designer's Guide to the Cypress PSoC (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2005
This it the first technical reference book available on the PSoC, and it offers the most comprehensive combination of technical data, example code, and descriptive prose youll find anywhere. 

Embedded design expert Robert Ashby will guide you through the entire PSoC world, providing thorough coverage of device feature, design,...
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Software That Sells : A Practical Guide to Developing and Marketing Your Software ProjectJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Purchasing this book could change your future
	Recognize a good idea and gauge its chances
	Analyze and research your market
	Learn what investors look for in a business venture
	Make your planning pay
	Pick a winning team
	Know when to reach for ready-mades

...
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Computer Graphics Through OpenGL®: From Theory to ExperimentsCRC Press, 2019

	
		COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE OF SHADERS AND THE PROGRAMMABLE PIPELINE

	
		From geometric primitives to animation to 3D modeling to lighting, shading and texturing, Computer Graphics Through OpenGL®: From Theory to Experiments is a comprehensive introduction to computer graphics which uses an active...
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Working with Microsoft ISA Server 2004SkillSoft Press, 2006
ISA Server 2004 provides secure, fast, and controllable Internet connectivity. ISA Server 2004
provides various ISA Server services, such as Job Scheduler and Firewall, to implement security on
the network. ISA Server provides a service called the Web cache solution. The Web cache stores
the Web content, which a client requests from...
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Microsoft Excel 2010 Intermediate: Illustrated Course Guide (Illustrated Course Guides)Course Technology PTR, 2010


	Welcome to Illustrated Course Guide: Microsoft®

	Excel® 2010 Intermediate. If this is your first

	experience with the Illustrated Course Guides,

	you’ll see that this book has a unique design:

	each skill is presented on two facing pages,

	with steps on the left and screens on the right.

	The layout makes it...
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